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The relation between batteries’ state of charge (SOC) and open-circuit voltage (OCV) is a specific feature of electrochemical energy storage devices. Especially NiMH batteries are well known to exhibit OCV hysteresis, and also several kinds of lithium-ion batteries show OCV hysteresis, which can be critical for reliable state estimation issues. Electrode potential hysteresis is known to result from thermodynamical entropic effects, mechanical stress, and microscopic distortions within the active electrode materials which perform a two-phase transition during lithium insertion/extraction. Hence, some Li-ion cells including two-phase transition active materials show pronounced hysteresis referring to their open-circuit voltage. This work points out how macroscopic effects, that is, diffusion limitations, superimpose the latte-mentioned microscopic mechanisms and lead to a shrinkage of OCV hysteresis, if cells are loaded with high current rates. To validate the mentioned interaction, Li-ion cells’ state of charge is adjusted to 50% with various current rates, beginning from the fully charged and the discharged state, respectively. As a pronounced difference remains between the OCV after charge and discharge adjustment, obviously the hysteresis vanishes as the target SOC is adjusted with very high current rate.

1. Introduction

In the recent years, lithium-ion batteries (Li-ion) became the favorable choice for most portable energy-consuming applications. The demand for high-power capable and high efficient energy storing devices spurred research activities in the field of developing battery electrodes which offer high power and energy densities, comprising long lifetime at minimum cost efforts.

Therefore, new materials, synthesis methods, and improved electrode morphologies are introduced. The electrode material composition and morphology (e.g., grain sizes an distribution) strongly affects the electric characteristics of battery cells. Beyond the utilizable capacity and the power capability, the open-circuit voltage (OCV) is influenced by micromechanic and thermodynamical processes. The OCV hysteresis is a typical phenomenon for batteries and is well documented for nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) battery systems [1, 2]. Even in Li-ion batteries, OCV hysteresis effects can be observed [2–5], which have a minor impact on battery cells’ OCV for cobalt, nickel, or manganese-based cathode systems, due to the high gradient in the specific state of charge (SOC) to OCV relation. Modern Li-ion cells comprise active materials showing only a slight gradient in the SOC-OCV curves. Herein the OCV hysteresis becomes a major influencing factor for reliable OCV reconstruction, which is a critical task for the model-based state estimation as a part of a battery management system (BMS).

In the following sections, firstly the special OCV characteristics of two-phase transition materials are described with respect to hysteresis phenomena. Then, the electric properties of porous electrode geometries are outlined. Herein a possible explanation for current rate impact on the occurrence of OCV hysteresis is given. Thereafter, validation test results are presented and discussed.

2. Two-Phase Transition Lithium Insertion

Li-ion cells including active materials which perform a two-phase transition during charge and discharge are commonly known to exhibit special OCV characteristic. The lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4), lithium titanate (Li4Ti5O12),
and lithiated graphite (LiC₆) are prominent representatives of active materials performing a two-phase transition lithium insertion and extraction process. Strong interactions between the embedded lithium and the host lattice lead to a phase separation during the two-phase transition [6]. During Li insertion in a delithiated bulk material, a lithiated phase region emerges in juxtaposition to still delithiated phase regions [7, 8]. Further Li insertion leads to a shifting barrier between the phase regions [9, 10]. Analogously, the Li extraction proceeds vice versa. Due to the occurrence of at least two different material phases within, the electrode’s electrochemical potential remains almost constant during lithium insertion and extraction, respectively.

That means that, through the occurrence of the two-phase transition a high differential capacity at a certain electrode voltage and therefore a typical voltage plateau during charging or discharging the battery cell can be observed [11]. Figure 1 depicts the typical potential curves (against Li/Li⁺) of the aforementioned Li-ion electrode materials, plotted over the stoichiometric lithium content x [12–14].

Both the lithium iron phosphate and lithium titanate comprise one wide potential plateau between lithiated and delithiated states. In contrast, the graphite shows several potential plateaus attributed to all in all five different energetic favorable phase contents. Between the favorable lithiation states, the graphite performs two-phase transitions [12].

Beyond that, cells with two-phase active materials are documented to show pronounced OCV hysteresis [3, 4, 15, 16], where an electrode’s potential after Li insertion is lower (against Li/Li⁺ reference) than after Li extraction, even with the same stoichiometric Li content. The OCV hysteresis, that is, load history-dependent OCV variation, results from various mechanisms. On one hand, different lattice constants of lithiated and delithiated phases cause mechanical stress at the phase barrier leading to potential drops inside the individual particles [17]. Moreover, lattices distortions, as a result of doping compounds, hinder the propagation of the phase barrier and therefore intensify the mechanical stress in the bulk material [10]. For example, Li-ion battery cathodes consisting of nanosized doped LiFePO₄ are documented to show a difference of approximately 7 mV over a wide range of lithiation between the OCV measured after charge and discharge steps, respectively [15].

Beyond mechanical stress, thermodynamic effects are causing hysteresis in electrode potentials. The energetic favorable lithiation states are related to minima in the free energy of the individual particles of an electrode. The OCV hysteresis is attributed to the varying lithium insertion rates into the particles within a comprehensive electrode. The electrode potentials of a plurality of individual particles yield the resulting electrode potential being different from the progress of the potential of one single particle becoming lithiated. The potential blend of all the particles involved determines the potential of the entire electrode [16].

3. Porous Electrode

The electrodes of Li-ion batteries consist of metal foils (in the majority of cases, copper foil at the anode and aluminum foil at the cathode side) coated with a composite including the actual active materials. Beside the active particles, the coating includes binder components (mostly polyvinylidene fluoride) and current conductive additives (e.g., carbon black, carbon nanotubes, etc.). The binder actually causes the mechanical stability of the coating. The conductive additives are mandatory to achieve a good electrical contact among the active particles and between the active material and the metal foils. In Figure 2, the 2D illustration of a small part of the composite electrode material is depicted schematically, where the binder material holds the active materials together, and conductive additives arrange the electric contact from particle to particle.

The electric conductivity of the conductive additives is orders of magnitudes higher than for the most cathode-active materials; especially undoped LiFePO₄ is almost an isolator [18]. Electron conduction within the active material is mainly associated to the lithium insertion/extraction process within the distinct particles. In order to achieve a low ohmic resistance for electron transportation, dopant agents (e.g., W, Mg, Ti, and Al [18]) are added to enhance the active materials’ conductivity. Moreover, small-sized active (nano-) particles are incorporated to generate a high surface area and to realize short diffusion lengths inside
the active particles. Doping and the usage of small particles reduce electric losses within the active particles. Even the electric conductivity of the actual active material can be increased significantly, and the electron migration between the particles and the collector foils during load mainly occurs within the conductive additives. A high content of additives enables a good electron transport from the current collector towards the active particles and vice versa. However, the electric contact differs from particle to particles. Especially for nanoparticles contacting with additives or coating within conductive carbon layers it is a critical issue [14, 16]. Hence, some particles have a better contact to the collector foil than other particles. Particles with a good electric contact are therefore favorable current paths during charge/discharging of the electrode, also yielding a nonuniform lithium insertion and extraction. Especially, during high current charging and discharging, the voltage drops along the various current paths have major impact on the Li insertion/extraction rate distribution among the active particle of an electrode.

Beside the electronic contact, the ionic contact at the interface between active material and the electrolyte is critical to achieve a good electrode performance. Therefore, small-sized active particles and a high porosity are preferable. High porosity yields a high amount of liquid electrolyte within the electrode and therefore generates a good ionic contact of the active particles. Furthermore, high porosity enables a fast ion exchange between the electrodes of a battery as more ions can migrate within in the wider pores of an electrode. But high porosity is counteracted by a lower energy density and an electronic contacting of the particles. So the optimum porosity, determined by calendering the coated foils, is a trade-off between the mentioned properties [19].

A simplified illustration of a porous electrode is depicted in Figure 3, where pore regions exist between the active particles (binder and conductive additives are not shown).

During Li insertion, the ions migrate from the counter-electrode towards the active particles where the insertion occurs. During Li insertion, the Li⁺ ion concentration within the pores decreases as the ions are absorbed by the active material. To reach the inner particles, the ions propagate within the pores (migration and diffusion forced) from the electrode surface towards the inner regions. Due to Kohlrausch’s law, the ion conductivity of the electrolyte fraction within the pores decreases as the ion concentration decreases [20]. A lower ionic conductivity within the inner pore regions makes the Li insertion in the electrode’s outermost particles more favorable, also yielding a nonuniform phase transformation among the particles. At high ion conduction rates, that is, high charge/discharge currents, the ion concentration variation along the pores depth increases, additionally forcing a more nonuniform Li insertion process among the particular particles.

As aforementioned, the hysteresis of two-phase transition materials (i.e., higher electrode potential against Li/Li⁺ after Li extraction than after Li insertion, at the same stoichiometric Li content) refers to microscopic effects within the particles and the distributed Li insertion/extraction among the particles. After low current rate SOC adjustment (e.g., to SOC = 50%), the stoichiometric Li content of the particles can be assumed to be normally distributed, due to variations of particle sizes and variation of the electric/ionic contact of the individual particles, and therefore OCV hysteresis can be observed (e.g., in LiFePO₄ electrodes [15, 16]).

Through high-load application, the Li insertion/extraction rates and therefore the Li contents within the particles cannot be assumed to be normally distributed, due to diffusion limitations within the porous electrode. The Li insertion in an electrode’s outermost region proceeds significantly faster than the insertion into in the inner regions, as a consequence of ion depletion within the pores. The outermost particles become completely transformed into the lithiated state, and the inner particles remain almost delithiated. The strong Li content variance among the delithiated and lithiated particles yields an equalization ion exchange between the particles after a certain mid-SOC is adjusted. During this subsequent relaxation, the former almost delithiated inner particles become more lithiated, and the electrode’s outer particles release Li. The process is equal to a case where almost one-half of the electrode is charged and the other part is discharged. Thus, after relaxation, the potential (against Li/Li⁺) of the comprehensive electrode lies between the potential after Li insertion and the potential after Li extraction, respectively. Hence, the remaining hysteresis shrinks as the SOC is adjusted with higher currents, due to the stronger nonuniformity among the particles’ Li contents. Measurements to validate the mentioned correlation on Li-ion cells including two-phase transition materials are documented in the following sections.

4. Experimental

Electrical tests on individual cells are done on a Digatron test bench (±6 V). Tests are carried out on prototype Li-ion cells, including LiFePO₄-based cathode and graphite-based anode. Both active materials are known to perform a two-phase transition and comprise OCV hysterisis, as well.

To give insight to the OCV hysteresis characteristics of the encountered cells, full-cycle tests are carried out. The cells are fully charged through CCCV (constant current...
0.5 C (C-rate), constant voltage 3.6 V for 1 hour) charging regime (→ SOC = 100%). After 30 minutes rest, the cells are gradually discharged in 5% ΔSOC steps (according to the nominal capacity). Every discharge step a relaxation time of 3 hours (in open-circuit condition) is included. The gradual discharge is repeated until 100% of the nominal capacity is extracted. Then, the cells are gradually charged again (5% ΔSOC steps, 0.5 C current, 3 hours rest, included each step) until the cutoff voltage of 3.6 V is reached.

In order to investigate the impact of the load current rate on the occurrence and extent of the actual hysteresis, the cells’ SOC = 50% is adjusted by charging of empty cells (SOC = 0%, in relation to the cells’ nominal capacities) and by discharging of completely charged cells (SOC = 100%). The charge/discharge sequences are carried out with two different current rates. First, the target SOC = 50% is adjusted with 0.5 C. Thereafter, the cell individual open-circuit voltages are tracked for 8 hours. This test procedure is repeated with a current rate of 10 C for adjusting an SOC = 50%. Again, the OCV progresses are logged for 8 hours after the SOC adjustment is finished.

During testing, the cells under investigation are placed in a climate chamber from CTS, and the cells’ ambient temperatures are constantly held at 25°C.

5. Results and Discussion

Through gradual discharging and subsequent charging of single cells, the relation between SOC and OCV is obtained. A typical progress of the OCV, measured after 3-hour relaxation time, plotted over the distinct SOC values, is illustrated in Figure 4.

Two facts are obvious from the shown results. First, the OCV after the certain discharge steps (marked with OCV discharge) is significantly lower than the OCV after charging (OCV charge). Hence, two curves exist, enclosing a hysteresis. The voltage gap between both curves depends on the SOC, where a maximum gap of approximately 40 mV can be found at SOC = 25%. Second, the OCV curves comprise significant plateaus and edges referring to the edges and plateaus of the graphite anode (see Figure 1). In the illustrated curves, the potential edge related to the stoichiometric state Li0.5C6 lies in the range SOC = 65–75% of the investigated prototype cells. Hence, the increasing gradient towards the fully charged state, is attributed to the potential of the LiFePO4-based cathode. Near to the fully charged state the hysteresis voltage gap decreases, but it is still apparent in the tested case, after 3 hours of rest. Due to the long rest periods in between each charge/discharge step and from this first test, the OCV hysteresis can be assumed to be stable, at least from the practical point of view.

To give further insight on how the current rate influences the extent of the OCV hysteresis, the second OCV tests is carried out. The progress of the measured cell voltages after 0.5 C load (one charge/discharge step to SOC = 50%) is only 11 mV. Hence, the higher mean current during SOC adjustment in one load is approximately 8 mV, whereas no difference remains as SOC = 50% is adjusted with 10 C, being independent from the current direction. Noticeably, the OCV hysteresis has completely vanished after high-load application. Herein, the relaxation takes approximately 5 hours until the voltages have completely converged. After shorter rest durations, a slight OCV hysteresis would be observed.

In comparison to the voltage gap between charge and discharge OCV curve at SOC = 50% of approximately 18 mV in Figure 4 (gradual cycle test), the gap after 0.5 C load (one charge/discharge step to SOC = 50%) is only 11 mV. Hence, the higher mean current during SOC adjustment in one
straight step (0.5 C) in comparison to the OCV test with gradual steps (0.5 C with 3 hours of rest every 5% ΔSOC step) already yields a reduced voltage hysteresis.

On one hand, the test results confirm the hypothesis outlined in Section 3. Interparticle charge transfer, resulting from strong inhomogeneities among the particles’ lithium contents, is a reasonable explanation for a shrinking OCV hysteresis with increasing current application.

On the other hand, the results show that the relaxation takes several hours (at room temperature) and therefore proceeds very slowly, giving a hint that the occurring processes are attributed to very slow solid-state diffusion processes from particle to particle. Even the voltages after low-current SOC adjustment are drifting for approximately 5 hours until a steady state is reached. Hence, at temperatures below zero degrees, the relaxation is supposed to take even more time than in the presented cases, due to the decreasing diffusion constants at low temperatures. Thus, stepwise OCV measurements at low temperature on Li-ion cell and even half cells should include rest periods of several hours to achieve reliable results. But this aspect has not been completely enlightened yet.

The impact of the current rate on the occurrence of OCV hysteresis and the very slow OCV recovery are critical for commonly used model-based battery state estimation methods. Evaluating battery cells’ OCV values is in many cases a reliable way to estimate the SOC—in the shown cases it would not. The presented results point out that for Li-ion cells including two-phase transition active materials, long rest periods are to be considered to evaluate the OCV in order to achieve the instantaneous SOC. Moreover, methods are mandatory to reconstruct the impact of the current rate on the occurrence and extent of the actual hysteresis voltage. For implementation in battery management systems, physical models may be too complex, being not suitable for a fast real-time calculation. Exert systems and artificial neural network (ANN) will be more promising. However, the development of one of the latter-mentioned systems, operating reliably under every operation condition, lies beyond the scope of this work and is therefore left out here.

The results given in this section are based on measurements on a certain type of Li-ion cells including LiFePO4-based cathode and graphite anode. For lithium titanate (Li2[Ti3O12], also performing a two-phase transition over a wide SOC range, hysteresis effects are not documented yet. However, Li-ion cells including LiFePO4 cathodes and Li1[Ti3O12] anodes can even though show pronounced OCV hysteresis, due to the cathode characteristics. Hence, investigations on the OCV hysteresis of the latter-stated cell technology are a topic of our future research.

6. Conclusion

The current intensity during load of Li-ion battery cells, including two-phase transition active materials, influences the Li insertion/extraction rate among the particles of the electrodes. High current rates are assumed to yield strong inhomogeneities in the particles’ lithium contents and therefore induce an ion transfer from lithiated particle towards delithiated particles. The test results show that high current load affects the macroscopic processes in a way that OCV hysteresis vanishes for Li-ion cells, which are regularly showing OCV hysteresis after low current application.

To quantify and reconstruct the illustrated effects under various conditions new methods are to be encountered, considering the load current intensity besides the SOC, the temperature, and the load current direction as factors influencing the OCV hysteresis.
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